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A. Summary - Safe House Activities

Planned Activities Status Description

1: Centre manager Activities

Activity 1: Supporting girls in

education

Continue During this month, Hope staff team they,
managed to send the girls to different levels
of education i.e., College, hotel management
and hospitality, secondary, primary
education, and vocational and
entrepreneurship class after closer of school
for a census.

Activity 2: Reconciliation for girl’s Done During this month, we managed to
collaborate with District social warfare of
Serengeti and Butiama and Police Gender
Desk Office to conduct reconciliation
meeting session to the parents of 65 girls of
Serengeti. During the meeting, we manage to
reunite 60 girls with family. 5 girls have not
yet been reunited with their families. With
support of social warfare Officer of
Serengeti, we continue to make efforts with
the social Welfare and Police Gender Desk
to support them. At Butiama, we manage to
conduct the reconciliation meeting and
reunited 4 girls who were received by their
parents. Also, during the session, their
parents were able to make commitment not
to commit any act of violence against them
based on legal principles.

Activity 3: Counseling sessions Done During this month, at Mugumu safe house
we managed to conduct counseling session
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to the 150 Girls in order to help them feel
comfortable with the challenges they
encounter when they come to the rescue
center.
At Butiama safe house, we always conduct
counseling to the girls so that they can know
what is required of them and what they
should not do. In the course of this month,
we conducted a total number of ten
counseling where by four were individual (10
girls) while six was group counseling (65girls
were counseled).

Activity 4: Agriculture and

Gardening

Done During this month, we managed to teach the
girls to know on how to cultivate and plant
different types of vegetables by using organic
(without using chemicals) at the safe house
so that when they return home, they will be
having the know-how to plant a small
number of vegetables for consumption or
sale. 65 girls participated in garden works at
Mugumu.

Activity 5: Digital champions Done During this month, at Mugumu safe house
we continued to collaborate to work with
87 digital champions at the village level who
was responsible to report the GBV incidents
issues. This month they managed to report 7
GBV cases from Serengeti by using a
smartphone.

At Butiama safe house, we managed to check
the cases reported through ODK from the
villages at Butiama District. During this
month, 18 cases were reported from
different villages and with the collaboration
with the district social welfare and the police
gender desk, the cases were tackled.
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Activity 6: Legal issue Continu

e

During this month, at Mugumu safe house
they continued to work with the Police
Gender Desk Office and Social Warfare in
the court to help the victims get their rights
This month, we have 5 cases and one cutter
was arrested.
At Butiama safe house, we managed to

attend a court session at Musoma District
court. I attended to the court to escort one
the girls who had a case in court that was
going on for a decision to be made against
the charge that was presented to the to seek
legal justice against the accused.
Unfortunately, the accused fainted after
seeing four witnesses, so the honorable
Magistrate asked us to go back on 3rd

October 2022 to proceed with the case.
Activity 7 Receiving guests and

visitors.

Done This month we managed to receive 9 visitors
who came to visit our office with different
issues.

Activity 8: Attending to court

session at Musoma District court.

Done During this month, Butiama team we
managed to attend a court session at
Musoma District court. I attended to the
court to escort one the girls who had a case
in court that was going on for a decision to
be made against the charge that was
presented to the to seek legal justice against
the accused. Unfortunately, the accused
fainted after seeing four witnesses, so the
honorable Magistrate asked us to go back on
3rd October 2022 to proceed with the case.

Activity 9: Chairing weekly meetings Done During this month, at Butiama safe house we
managed to conduct weekly. During the
meeting we discussed the following issues:
Discipline of the girls,
Also, we discussed about the preparation for
form fours students to sit for their
examinations. We agreed to participate in
their graduation day that will be on 1st

September 2022 and 16th October 2022.
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Some of the staffs will go to the graduation
on the first day while some will go on the
last day.
We also talked about the progress of the
students at school where by we concluded
that we should continue urging them to
study hard.
We talked about security to the newly
admitted girls. During this month, we
received four new girls with cases and some
of the parents have threatened to steal their
daughter so that the cases will not proceed.
We have to be very keen to make sure that
the girls are safe all the time.

Activity 10: Taking new girls to

school.

Done During this month, we managed to send two
girls to Nyamisisi primary school to continue
with their studies while waiting to give their
testimony to the court.

Activity 11: Follow up of the cases in

ODK.

Done I managed to check the cases reported
through ODK from the villages at Butiama
District. During this month, 18 cases were
reported from different villages and with the
collaboration with the district social welfare
and the police gender desk, the cases were
tackled.

Activity 12: NaCoNGO Meeting Done During this month, HGWT was invited to
attend NGO’s meeting at District level and
regional level. We attended the meeting to
represent Hope for girls and women in
Tanzania-Butiama office and Mugumu.
HGWT attended a meeting of NaCoNGO
at the region where we made some
presentation about what HGWT does. The
guest of honor was the regional
commissioner (Suleiman Mungiya Mzee). We
managed to meet around 130 NGOs in Mara
region where by we shared our experience,
raised challenges we encounter and
motivated each other. The main reason for
the meeting was to know the work of the
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NGOs because we had a new regional
commissioner and capacity building.

Matron Activities at Butiama

Safe house

Activity 1: Cooking food for small

babies.

Done During this month, we collaborated with
other staffs to prepare the food for the small
children at the center. Also, to ensure
cleanliness and safety of the food for the
small children are prepared based on
cleanliness and quality.

Activity 2: Washing clothes. Done During this month, Matron was responsible
for ensuring the cleanliness of the clothes of
all the children present in the center by
washing and instructing older girls to pay
attention to the cleanliness of their clothes.
During this month, she was responsible for
ensuring the cleanliness of the clothes of all
the children present in the center by washing
and instructing older girls to pay attention to
the cleanliness of their clothes.

Activity 3: Gives first aid to the
sick girls and if the sickness persists,
she takes them to hospital

Done During this month, matrons were
responsible to ensure the safety of the
health of the girls at the center. by providing
first aid and take sick girls to hospital.

A: Safe House Activities – Narrative

Supporting girls in education

1. Supporting girls in education: During this month, Hope staff team they, managed to

send the girls to different levels of education i.e., College, hotel management and

hospitality, secondary, primary education, and vocational and entrepreneurship class

after closer of school for a census. All these girls are currently being supported through

HWGT through the aid of various donors.

Also, we continue to support the girls school materials for helping them to achieve their

educational progress, by providing them with exercise book, pen and academic books.
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21 girls were supported and 25 girls, we supported to continue with the ordinary level

for secondary school by providing them with academic needs.

The secondary and primary school girls enjoying going back to school

The number of girls supported by HGWT
During this month, HGWT continues to support girls to achieve their goals, by helping 7 girls
who study at various colleges to continue their studies with the help of HGWT. Also, we
managed to help 8 girls to know how to read and count, 21 girls to continue their studies to
the day primary schools, 12 girls to continue with their studies to VTC, 2 girls to continue with
their studies to the boarding primary school, 27 girls to continue with their studies to the day
secondary, 8 girls to continue with their studies to the boarding school and continue to help 5
children under 5 years old.

THE GIRLS SUPPORTED BY HGWT

Reading
&

Count

P/School
- Day

VTC P/school
Boarding

Secondary
- Day

Secondary
- Boarding

College &
University

Children
Below 5

8 21 12 2 27 8 7 3
THE GIRLS SUPPORTED AT MUGUMU SAFE HOUSE

No Name Name of University/Collage
1 Amina Rashidi University of Dar Es Salaam
2 Rehema Gidioni TANDABUI collage
3 Jackline Mwita More than Drop
4 Justina Mwita More than Drop
5 HAPPY Elias More than Drop
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6 Tasiana Franko More than Drop
7. Agnes Bitta More than Drop

2. Reconciliation for girls: During this month, Hope for Girls and Women in Tanzania

staff in collaboration with social welfare from Serengeti District office and Police Gender

desk the managed to conduct the reconciliation session meeting to the 6 villages, where

we succeeded to reuniting 60 girls with their parents' families (which is Kebancha,

Itununu, Gesarya, Nyamoko, Machochwe and Merenga). There were 5 girls

who have not yet returned to the family which we continue to collaborate with

the social warfare and Police Gender to ensure that these 4 villages they have to

respond to receive their children (which is Mwanza, Bonchugu, Kitarungu and

Mbirikiri. During the reconciliation session meeting, we managed to conduct the

session with the parents and guardians of girls who surrendered to the Police Gender

Desk, Social Welfare and HGWT to fear the acts of female genital mutilation against

them.

At Butiama safe house, as staff of Hope for girls and women in Tanzania, we

collaborated with the Police Gender desk, Social Welfare and village officers to work

together to conduct reconciliation session meeting at village who involved the parents of

the girls who were rescued to fear the acts of violence against them. During the

reconciliation session, the parents agreed to receive back their daughters based on legal

agreement made in front of the social welfare, police gender desk and village officers.

We managed to return four girls.
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THE RECONCILIATION AT MUGUMU SAFE HOUSE
No Name of village Number of girls
1 Kebancha 22
2 Kitarungu 16
3 Nyamoko 7
4 Machochwe 2
5 Merenga 3
6 Mbilikiri 1
7 Bonchugu 1
8 Gesarya 1
9 Itununu 5
10 Mwanza 2

Total of Girls 60

During the Reconciliation Meeting Session

3. Counseling session: During this month, Safe houses staff we continue to conduct the

Counseling session to the girls with various moral challenges and even those who still

have various fears against acts female Genital mutilation. We manage to conduct 13

Group counselling session which includes 109 girls who participated to the group

counselling session and 41 Individual counseling sessions. In general, those who

benefited from the counseling session were about 150 girls and 54 counselling session

which held in September 2022.
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Also, at Butiama safe house they manage to conduct counseling session to the girls who

a staying at the safe house. I manage to conduct 4 individual counseling session to the

girls and 6 counseling to the secondary girls including to the girls who was the rape case

in the court.

List of Counselling Sessions Conducted at Mugumu safe House
No Type of counseling # of Sessions # of Participants
1 Group Counseling 13 109
2 Individual Counseling 41 41

Total 54 150

4. Agriculture and Gardening: During this month, we manage to teach the girls to

know on how to cultivate and plant different types of vegetables by using organic

(without using chemicals) while at the safe house so that when they return home, they

will be having the know-how to plant a small number of vegetables for consumption or

sale.

● Planting new vegetables in the ridges where the vegetables were depleted
where I can plant 17 terraces, collard greens 23 terraces and 2 onion
terraces.

● planting fresh vegetables in the home garden.

● Also, through our garden from the safe house of Mugumu, we have been able
to feed the children daily in this month of September vegetables like Collard
Greens, Carrot, Leamon grass, Tomato and Onion.

LIST OF VEGETABLES GOT FORM OUR GARDEN THIS MONTH
No Verities Vegetable Amount in KG
1 Collard Greens 31kg
2 Carrot 18 kg
3 Lemongrass 5kg
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4 Tomato 100kg

Girls working in the garden at Mugumu

5. Digital champions: During this month, at Mugumu safe house they manage to

collaborate to work with the Digital Champion team in the villages by continuing to

receive GBV incidence cases through their smartphones in the ODK. We received 7

cases from the following villages (2 Kebancha, 1Rungabure, 1Kitarungu, 1

Nyamoko and 2 Itununu).

At Butiama safe house they managed to check the cases reported through ODK from

the villages at Butiama District. At Butiama District HGWT they collaborated with 60

digital champions who were given a smartphone with the internet app of ODK which

they have been using to provide information on GBV cases incidences that occurred in

the villages where the GBV champions are located. During this month, GBV champion

they managed to report 18 GBV cases which we collaborated with social welfare and

Police gender desk to handle the GBV cases.

LIST OF CASES REPORTED FOR SEPTEMBER 2022
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No Village Name Number of cases
1 Kebancha 2
2 Rungabure 1
3 Kitarungu 1
4 Nyamoko 1
5 Itununu 2

6. Legal issue: During this month, HGWT staff continue to collaborate with the Police

Gender Desk Office and Social Welfare Office to ensure that they can help girls who are

victims of acts of gender violence by cooperating with the courts to obtain their legal

rights under the laws of the United Republic of Tanzania. 1 case at court where we are

waiting for judgment and 5cases are in the preliminary stage of evidence colletion to be

presented at court.

7. Receiving guests and visitors: We have been able to receive visitors from different

places who came to check our performance as well as to greet the girls who live in

Mugumu safe house.

List of the Visitors at Mugumu Safe House

No Name From
1 Antusa William DCDO Office.
2 Flora Shija DODOMA
3 Kuruthumu Omary Police Gender Desk
4 Anastazia Olomi Police Gender Desk
5 Jamie Natalie Cross Uk
6 John and Krist USA
7 Angel Makere Four seasons
8 Shabani Four seasons
9 Frida Pallaniyo Four seasons

8. Attending to court: During this month, I managed to attend to the court session at

Musoma District court. I attend to the court to escort one of the girls who had a case

in the court that was going on for a decision to be made against the charge that was

presented to the court to seek legal justice against the accused. Also, I participated in

the court session as a witness testifying to the court against the case before the Court.
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The reason why the girl was in the safe house was the problem of the rape case, which

was reported to the police and legal action was taken against those who committed the

crime of rape.

9. Chairing weekly meetings: at Butiama safe house they managed to conduct the

weekly staff meeting. During the meeting weed remind the staff to understand and

follow responsibilities of each of us in the implementation of work activities. Also, we

guide the staff on their responsibilities and how to solve the challenges that we have

encountered during on their implementation of the work and how find the joint

solutions and the right way to implement effectively.

10. Taking one girl to school: During this month, at Butiama safe house they manage to

support one girl who arrived in July at the safe house for obtaining protection against

acts of GBV. The girl was in standard 4 who expect to take the national exam for class 4

at the end of this year. As HGWT team we managed to connect her to continuing

education in collaboration with the Education District Officer of Butiama District

Council by sending them to the primary school of Nyamisisi to continue with their

studies.

11. NaCoNGO Meeting: During this month, HGWT staff we invited to attend

NaCoNGO meeting at District level and regional level. we attend the meeting to

represent the Hope for Girls and Women Tanzania – Butiama and Mugumu Office. The

guest of honor of the meeting was the regional commissioner Mr. Suleiman Mungiya

Mzee. Also, we managed to share the experiences and challenges that arise when we

encounter them during the implementation of activities. Also, we were able to

encourage each other. The aims of the meeting were to inform activities of 130 NGO's

in the Mara new Regional Commissioner and to know what was implemented in each

NGO's.
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Photos showing some of the girls being reconciled with their parents and the

parents are signing the consent form.

Photos taken when we attended the meeting at region.
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Some of the photos taken during the counseling sessions.

Matron Activities at Butiama Safe House

1. Cooking food for small babies at the safe: During this month, they collaborate with

the other staff to prepare the food for the small children at the center. Also, to ensure

the cleanliness and safety of the food for small children are prepared based on

cleanliness and quality. Also, I collaborated with the HGWT cooker to make sure the

food was prepared on time.

2. Washing clothes: During this month, they are responsible for ensuring the cleanliness

of the clothes of all the children present in the center by washing and instructing older

girls to pay attention to the cleanliness of their clothes.

3. Ensure that girls are in good health: During this month, they are responsible to

ensure the safety of the health of the girls present at the center. I was responsible for

providing first aid and giving medical advice to all the girls who needed more treatment
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at the hospital. A total number of 25 girls received first aid and no girls was taken to

the hospital.

Some of the photos showing some of the chores done by the

B. Summary – Community Activities at Mugumu safe House

Planned Activities Status Description

Community Mobilization Officer

Activity 1:

Participant in Adult education week.

Done During this month, Hope for girls and
women in Tanzania they managed to
participate to the day of Adult
Education week at Serengeti DC.

Activity 2: NPA- VAW training at

District level - Butiama District

Council.

Done During this period, we manage to
provide NPA-VAW training to the
committee ward members from 7
wards of Butiama District.

Activity 3: Providing GBV education

on Radio Mazingira FM

Done During this month, we manage to
provide GBV education through Radio
Mazingira FM.

Activity 4: Visitors from France Done During this period, in collaboration with
our visitors from France, we manage to
conduct field activities to the Kinyariri
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village to hold the meeting with village
farmers of Cassavas and maize.

Activity 5: To provide community

awareness on the effects of GBV at

Butiama DC.

Done During this month, we manage to
conduct community awareness meeting
on the effects of GBV. We conducted 20
meetings to the 20 villages.

B: Community Activities – Narrative

1. Community Mobilization Officer: During this month, in collaboration with the

District Adult Education Officer, HGWT we are invited to participate to the events of

the Adult Education week by participating in special exhibitions organized during the

week of the Adult Education celebration. During the exhibition, we participated by

displaying the following products, Water soap products, Shampoo, Body Oil, Cultural

products and bar soap. During the day of the events of the cerebration of the Adult

Education week, the official Guest of Honor expressed the gratitude and many thanks to

the leadership of HGWT for continuing to support and providing the protection of the

girls and ensure that they protected the girls in accordance with the laws of the United

Republic of Tanzania. Also, the Guest of honor passed many thanks for supporting 4 girls

who had the challenges of violence to return to school to continue with their studies.

DC and DAS vising HGWT exhibition

2. NPA- VAW training at Ward level: During this period, in collaboration with District

social Welfare, District Community Development Officer and ATFGM Masanga, we
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managed to conduct NPA – VAW training to the committee members of the Right Child

protection committee on the child rights and Law of Child 2009. Also, during the

training, we provide the facilitation on gender-based violence and female genital

mutilation as part of the sources of violence in society and for girls and women in

society. During the discussion, we provide the phone numbers of the District Social

Warfare, District Community Development Officer and Police Gender Desk to help to

report GBV incidents to the members of the committee. Also, The Butiama District

Social Warfare Office Ms. Atula Sanga emphasized that it is important for the

committee members to work together and work in collaboration with the safe house of

Butiama which is under HGWT. The training was held in 7 wards which are Buswahili,

Bwiregi, Sirolisimba, Kamgegi, Buhemba, Nyamimange and Nyankanga. The

participants who participated to the training was the following, 140 Committee

members (105 M & 35F), 7 Police Ward Officers (7M) and 7 WEO (5M & 2F).

NPA- VAW training at Butiama Ward level

3. Providing GBV education on Radio Mazingira FM: During this month,

Community Mobilization Officer of HGWT in collaboration with Bunda Social Warfare

Officer, we managed to provide GBV education through Radio Mazingira FM which

has coverage in Mara region. During the radio presentation the Community Mobilization
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Officer of the HGWT, he provides training related to acts of Gender Based Violence and

the effects of acts of female genital mutilation. During the session the audience had the

opportunity to call and to ask the questions and contribute to the topics presented.

Community Mobilization Officer Providing GBV education

on Radio Mazingira FM

4. Visitors from France: During this month, in collaboration with our visitors from

France, we manage to conduct field visit to the Kinyariri village at Butiama District.

During the visit we were able to hold discussions with cassava and corn farmers in the

village and provide them with 20 mobile phones that will help them identify the

challenges of the diseases of those crops and also help them know the market places for

their crops when they want to sell them.

Cassava and Maize farmers with visitors from France and HGWT Director

5. GBV awareness community meeting: During this month, the Community Mobilization

officer of HGWT in collaboration with District Social Warfare of Butiama District, we
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organized the community mobilization meeting to the 20 villages (which is Sirori

simba, Rwasereta, Nyambiri, Kitaramanka, Kyawazaru, nyamikoma,

Buswahiri, Wegero, Kwisaro, Kyankoma, Kinyariri, Matongo, Kongoto,

Barangay, Kirumi, Ryamisanga, Kamgendi, Masurura, Tarani and Busegwe) of

Butiama to provide education related to the dangers of acts of acts of Gender Based

Violence that continue to be carried out in some areas by treating girls with the violence

of female genital mutilation. During the community meeting, about 16,730 participants

participated to the meeting and receive a message against acts of Gender Based

Violence. Also, during the community meetings, we managed to rescue the 2 girls who

wanted to be mutilated and rescue them. Also, we were able to rescue 6 children who

were abandoned and rescued them by bringing them to the safe house of Butiama for

care while their issues were dealt with legally according to the procedures of the social

welfare office. Where 4 girls were protected to the fit families.

During awareness meetings against GBV practices in villages areas

C. Summary – Entrepreneurship

Planned Activities Status Description

Soap Making:

Activity 1: Done During this Month, Mugumu safe house
team they managed to collect the raw
materials products for supporting girls
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Preparation of raw materials for
manufacturing products.

during the entrepreneurship practical
session.

Activity 2: Soap Making Class. Done During this month, Mugumu safe house
team they manage to teach the girls on
how to make soap. During the training
practical they manage to produce 101
bars of Soap.

Activity 3: Teaching girls on how to

make liquid soap

done During this month, Mugumu safe house
team they manage to train the girls on
how to make liquid soap. During the
training practical they produce liquid
soap 20 liters.

Activity 4: Manufacture of

self-lubricating oil

Done During this month, Mugumu safe house
team they managed to conduct lubricant
oil training to the girls. During the
practical training they manage to
produce 29 cans of lubricant oil.

Activity 5: Manufacture of hand

jewelry.

Done During this month, Mugumu safe house
team they manage to conduct training
on how to make hand jewels and
produce 160 bracelets.

Tailoring

Activity 1: Weekly Test Done During this month, Butiama safe house
team they manage to organize weekly
test to the girls for girls who participate
in tailoring training. The purpose of the
test was to test their understanding
after the training. 16 girls participated to
the weekly test.

Activity 2: Taking Tumaini to school. Done The tailoring teacher was responsible of
taking care of Tumaini.

Activity3: Tailoring Class Done During this month, Butiama safe house
they continue conduct tailoring training
to the girls who at the center.

Farming and Gardening

Activity 1: Watering the garden Continue During this month, Mugumu safe house
team and Butiama safe house team the
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managed to collaborate with other staff
and girls watering green vegetables.

Activity 2: Doing weeding the

garden

Continue During this month, Mugumu safe house
team they continue to collaborate with
girls to weed the green vegetable.
gardens.

Activity 3: Planting new vegetables Done During this month, Mugumu safe house
they managed to plant the following,

● 17 Spinach and Mchicha terraces.
● 7 Carrots terraces.
● 1 Onion terrace.

Also, Butiama safe house team they
managed to plant vegetable cope with
drought conditions cope with drought
conditions.

Activity 4: Consumption Done We have been able to use the
vegetables grown at the safe house for
use

Entrepreneurship

Soap Making

1. Raw Materials: During this month, entrepreneurship teacher they collaborate to
purchase the training raw materials with the Safe house Manager and collect the training
raw materials product for entrepreneurship training to the girls.

Raw materials for practical training for the girls
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2. Soap Making Class: During this month, Mugumu safe house team they manage to
teach the girls in the soap making class to on how to make the soap. During the practical
session the girls they managed to produce 101 bars of Soap.

During the soap making training practical session

3. Liquid Soap: During this month, Mugumu safe house team they manage to teach and
on how to produce the liquid soap for washing clothes and cleaning the environment
inside the house. During the learning process, the girls had time to learn and do a
practical training session to make liquid soap. During the practical session the managed
to produce 20 liters of the liquid soap.
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During the Liquid soap practical training

Soap bars Display - made for girls

4. Manufacture of self-lubricating oil: During this month, Mugumu safe house team
they manage to support the girls to learn and to know how to produce - self-lubricating
oil. During the training the girls they got the knowledge to understand how to make
lubricants oil, a knowledge that will help them to on their future lives.

Rubricating oil made by girls

5. Manufacture of hand jewelry: During this month, Mugumu safe house team they
manage to conduct training on how to make hand jewels and produce 160 bracelets.
The girls continued to do practical to be able to make various cultural products by
learning and doing practical training to be able to make those products.
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Hands jewelry that manufactured by girls

6. Weekly test: During this month, Butiama safe house tailoring teacher they managed to
organize test for the girls who are learning the tailoring (to saw). The purpose of the
test she gave them to test their understanding of what they learned from their teacher.
A total number of 16 girls they sit for the exams and they did well with an exemption of
only four girls.

7. Tailoring Class: During this month, Butiama safe house team they managed to teach
the girls on how to cut and sew different types of clothes like skirt (side sided skirts,
8-sided skirts), dresses, trousers and uniforms of the safe house (four).

Photos showing some of the vocational girls doing the exams and measuring cloth
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8. Taking Tumaini to school (At Butiama safe house). The tailoring teacher, she was
responsible to send to school Tumaini and to pick then at the evening.

Farming and Garden

1. Watering the garden: During this month, Mugumu and Butiama safe houses team
they manage to collaborate with the other staff and continue watering green vegetables.
The person who is responsible for the green vegetable garden is responsible for making
sure that he teaches all the girls in the center to understand the tasks of the garden.
Also, they are responsible for guiding the girls to watering the vegetables in the garden.

2. Doing weeding the garden: During this month, Mugumu and Butiama safe house
team they continue to collaborate with the girls to weed the green vegetables in the
gardens. Also, the girls participate in weeding in the garden to understand the
importance of taking care of the garden when there are vegetables, they should not have
other leaves that are not vegetables.

3. Planting new vegetables: During this month, Mugumu safe house team they
collaborate with responsible person for the vegetable garden to improve the garden by
making improvements to increase the number of terraces with seedlings of spinach,
Mchicha, carrots and onions to be able to increase nutrition for the girls at the
center. this activity was also part of a special training for girls to know and have an
understanding of how to plant green vegetables, onions and carrots. We manage to plant
the following,

▪ 17 Spinach and Mchicha terraces.
▪ 7 Carrots terraces.
▪ 1 Onion terrace.

Also, Butiama safe house team they managed to improve to plant vegetables to cope
with drought conditions and water challenges which caused some of the vegetable to
wither/dry up.

4. Consumption: The green vegetables, we have in the garden the help increase nutrition
for the children in the safe house. Also, they help to minimize the cost because they are
easily available.

Mugumu safe house, they managed to feed the girls at the center on September as
following below,

LIST OF VEGETABLES FOR SEPTEMBER 2022
No Verities Vegetable Amount in KG
1 Collard Greens 31kg
2 Onion 15kg
3 Spinach 4kg
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4 Lemongrass 6kg
5 Tomato 100 kg

Green Vegetable and tomatoes

harvested ta Mugumu Safe House

Photos showing girls at the garden

Support from Fourseasons:

Special thanks to Four Season Hotels for supporting us with the following: Items
received from Four Seasons on september 2022.

No Item name Quantity
1 Maize Flour 150 kg
2 Sugar 25 kg
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3 Cooking oil 20 liters
4 Pads 10 pic
5 Rice 150 kg
7 beans 75 kg
8 Gas container 38 kg

Photo showing support received from Fourseasons.
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